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Abstract—This paper proposes a new application framework for group tour guiding services based on RFIDs and wireless sensor networks. We consider a sensing field mixed with multiple independent tourist groups, each with a leader and several members. Members of a group will follow the moving path of their leader, but may occasionally roam around randomly on their own interests. Sensor nodes have to track leaders’ locations and maintain guiding paths from members to leaders. A member may inquire where his/her leader is, and a leader may “recall” his/her members. We propose a feasible solution to such an application by using existing technologies and off-the-shelf components. A group guiding protocol is presented. The design enables reliable group guiding at low cost and low traffic load. Our prototyping system is reported and system performance is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, a great deal of interests have directed to RFIDs and wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Based on passive or active radio frequency technologies, RFIDs can support identification at low cost [2]. On the other hand, a WSN consists of many tiny, multi-functional, low-power, autonomous nodes with integrated sensing, processing, and communication capabilities [3], [4]. Combining WSNs and RFIDs seems to be a prospective direction.

Tour guiding in the real world can be by individuals or in groups. Traditional individual guiding is done by human or by portable audio device [5], [6]. Recently, guiding by mobile devices, such as WiFi-enabled PDAs, has become possible. For example, information of an exhibition item can be pushed to a user’s mobile device via wireless networks when he/she approaches the item. Such systems are expensive and need extra management efforts. Also, only individual information is provided. They do not consider tourists as groups.

This work considers group guiding where a set of tourists can be regarded as a group with similar behaviors and may inquire similar information. The problem requirements are as follows. (1) Tourists in the same group may have similar behaviors, but with a certain degree of freedom. For example, they are likely to be in proximity but not necessarily always so. (2) The tour guide can broadcast instructions to members. Reversely, a member may also ask for information from the guide. (3) A member may get lost and need to locate the tour guide from time to time. (4) Multiple groups may coexist and their members may mix in the same physical environment. Although many navigation applications have been discussed for WSNs [7]–[11], such a group guiding application has not been well addressed.

Our goal is to look for economical and feasible solutions to the group guiding problem by using RFIDs and WSNs. We propose a group guiding framework as follows. In the sensing field, a WSN is deployed for the purpose of location tracking by measuring signals emitted by user badges. Each tourist group has one tour guide and some members. Only the tour guide carries a badge, which can emit signals for the location-tracking purpose. For economical purpose, each member simply carries a ticket tagged with a passive RFID tag. Therefore, only the locations of tour guides can be tracked. Since the system must have some user interfaces, each node in the WSN is equipped with a “direction board”, which contains a LED panel that can show some basic information. Also, some sensor nodes are designated as “help centers”, each of which is connected to a RFID reader and a laptop, to provide more in-depth guiding services. Our design goal is to reduce the management efforts. So most work will be done at the infrastructure side, and only a minimum amount of devices need to be carried by users.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works. Section III presents our system architecture. Section IV introduces our group guiding protocol. Section V shows our performance evaluation results. Our prototyping results are given in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this work.

II. RELATED WORKS

Centralized navigation protocols are proposed in [7] to construct guiding paths for robots. Base stations are deployed to monitor states of sensors and to provide guiding paths. Such centralized methods can not adjust the guiding paths adaptively and quickly. Distributed guiding algorithms are proposed in [8]–[10]. Reference [8] proposes a distributed algorithm to construct safe guiding paths that are as far away from danger events as possible. Artificial forces, including
attractive potentials and repulsive potentials, to pull and push the moving objects, respectively, are developed. These potential values indicate the degrees of danger. A distributed navigation algorithm is proposed in [9]. To reduce communication costs, the WSN is reduced into many sub-graphs, called skeletons, which are rectangular graphs. Guiding paths are constructed from the skeleton graphs. Reference [10] proposes a distributed navigation algorithm for emergency applications. The algorithm supports multiple exits and multiple emergency events in the sensing field. These works are all designed for emergency navigation applications, which assume that the destinations (exits) are fixed, so all guiding paths will be modified toward these exits. In our group guiding problem, the tracked objects, which can be seen as exits in the previous methods, are mobile. In order to track objects and modify the guiding paths, methods in [8], [10] continuously broadcast updating messages in the networks, which will cause high message overhead. The graph-based method [9] is designed for only the emergency scenario because the sub-graphs are used to isolate the dangerous areas. Furthermore, all these methods have no concept of groups. People are guided for the same guiding paths. So these results can not be directly applied to our group guiding problem because they assume different models, have no concept of groups, or do not consider mobility.

In [11], the concept of groups in guiding applications is introduced. A TOTA (Tuples On The Air) middleware programming model to support adaptive context-aware activities in pervasive computing scenarios is proposed. The goal is to locally and distributedly update information between application components. The navigation application is a case study in this paper, which assumes that each tourist holds a wireless device and can communicate with each other to form a MANET, and it does not focus on the design of guiding algorithms. This method has three drawbacks: (1) There could exist serious contentions between nodes in both intra- and inter-MANET. (2) There is a high probability of connection failure because a tourist may not always find a connected neighbor to joint the network. (3) Having each tourist carry a wireless device incurs high hardware cost.

Our group guiding scheme can adopt any localization scheme, but does not focus on the localization algorithm itself. Localization is addressed in [12]–[15]. A radio interferometric localization method is proposed in [12], where two radio waves at different frequencies are used simultaneously. In [13], a time difference of arrival (TDOA) model based on sound sources is developed. In [14], an acoustic-based localization system is implemented to track the trajectory of a projectile shot by a rifle. A scrambling method to improve fingerprint-based localized schemes is proposed in [15]. The object tracking addressed in [16], [17] has different goals as ours. In [18], a novel pheromone-based object tracking method is proposed, where tracking paths are built through a RFID system. RFID tags are attached on the ceiling and readers and writers are carried by objects and trackers. However, we observe that it is still quite difficult to use RFID alone to implement the idea. First, since a RFID tag can not proactively propagate messages, the distribution of pheromone information heavily relies on writers to write information into tags. If trackers can not gather correct pheromone information, they can not track objects correctly. Similarly, the evaporation of pheromone should be adaptively modified according to the network situations. But it also relies on objects’ and trackers’ mobility. Furthermore, since each object and tracker needs a RFID reader and writer, the hardware cost is quite high. Finally, since RFID tags have no communication capability, the concept of directions, which is realized by pheromone levels, has to be implemented at trackers’ side. These all make realizing the pheromone concept on RFID systems difficult, not to mention providing tracking services for multiple groups.

III. System Architecture

Consider a WSN deployed in a sensing field with one or multiple tourist groups. Each group has one leader and some members. Our goal is to provide the following services: (i) tracking the locations of leaders, (ii) maintaining the guiding paths to each leader, (iii) showing guiding paths for lost members, (iv) broadcasts tourist information from leaders to their members, and (v) helping leaders to recall their members. The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. Each group leader carries a badge that can periodically emit some signals to allow the WSN to track its location. Each group member simply carries a ticket with a passive RFID tag containing his/her group ID. Each sensor node is attached to a direction board which can display simple guiding and tourist information. Some nodes in the WSN are designated as help centers, each connected to a laptop and a RFID reader. A group guiding protocol is run at each sensor node. Below, we present four service scenarios in our system:

1) Leader tracking: At normal time, each badge will broadcast signals periodically. Sensor nodes cooperate to track the locations of group leaders and maintain the guiding path from each sensor node to each leader. Examples of tracking paths are in Fig. 1.

2) Help service: When a member gets lost, he/she can go to any help center and simply present his/her ticket to the
RFID reader. Then guiding directions can be shown on the screen of the help center as well as the direction boards of those sensors which form a guiding path toward the sensor that is tracking the leader. Fig. 1 shows two guiding paths from M to A and G to A.

3) Member-Recall: A group leader can also call his/her members back by pushing a button on the badge. A broadcast message will be flooded to the network. All sensors’ direction boards will show the guiding directions to the sensor which is tracking the leader.

4) Push-Message: When there is an important exhibition of presentation given by a group leader, he/she can simply push a PUSH-MSG button and related information can be flooded to the screen of all sensors. This is feasible because we track the leader’s location and thus predict his/her behaviors.

Such a solution is quite feasible because only group leaders need to carry more complicated devices. RFID tags add little extra cost to our system. Our design philosophy is to reduce the management efforts. So most work is done at the infrastructure side, and only the minimum amount of devices need to be carried by users. The infrastructure cost are fixed, which include sensor nodes, direction boards, RFID readers, and help centers. The management effort only happens at the ticket booth, which includes writing group IDs into RFID tags.

IV. Group Guiding Protocol (GGP)

Consider a WSN deployed in an indoor environment. Each sensor knows its own location and can form wireless links with its neighbors. We also use these wireless links as guiding paths in our system. One or more tourist groups may coexist in the WSN. Each group has one leader and multiple members. Our protocol emphasizes on constructing group guiding paths and managing group mobility. We adopt a potential-based method to compute guiding paths. For each wireless link, the guiding direction is from the node with a higher potential to the node with a lower one. Our design avoids using broadcast-based methods for information update. We propose a local update method to reduce the message overhead. The group guiding protocol has three basic functions: tracking group leaders, managing mobility, and providing navigation services.

A. Tracking Group Leaders

Our location tracking scheme relies on measuring the strengths of the signals transmitted by badges. As a result, it incurs very low complexity and low cost at users’ side. A badge only transmits signals and does not need a receiver; most work is done at the WSN side. A badge works in three states: hello, recall, and push. The recall and push states are used to activate the Member-Recall and PUSH-MSG services, respectively, which will be introduced in later section.

The state transition diagram of a badge is shown in Fig. 2. In the hello state, a badge will periodically transmit HELLO packets. For each badge $B_i$, we will elect one sensor to monitor $B_i$. Each sensor in the WSN has three states: tracker, non-tracker and candidate. The sensor that is monitoring $B_i$ is called $B_i$’s tracker. (For each badge $B_i$, only one sensor serves as its tracker, but a sensor can serve as a tracker for multiple badges.) The other sensors are non-trackers or candidates. A sensor in the candidate state is one which is trying to become a tracker. The protocol run by each sensor node $S_j$ is outlined below.

1. When $S_j$ is in the tracker state with respect to $B_i$, it will periodically broadcast a packet TRACKED($B_i$, $S_j$) every $T_{tracker}$ seconds as long as it has heard a HELLO packet from $B_i$ within the past $T_{alive}$ seconds. If $S_j$ does not hear HELLO packet from $B_i$ for $T_{alive}$ seconds, it will move to the non-tracker state.

2. When $S_j$ is in the non-tracker state with respect to $B_i$, it will keep on monitoring the TRACKED($B_i$, $S_j$) packets from $S_j$ and the HELLO packets from $B_i$. However, it will move to the candidate state when the following conditions are satisfied: (i) it did not hear TRACKED($B_i$, $S_j$) packet for $T_{alive}$ seconds, and (ii) it heard $T_{alive}/T_{hello}$ continuous HELLO packets from $B_i$ in the past $T_{alive}$ seconds. Otherwise, it remains as a non-tracker.

3. When $S_j$ is in the candidate state, it will periodically broadcast a BID($S_j$, RSSI, $B_i$) packet every $T_{bid}$ seconds, where $RSSI$ is the average signal strength of the HELLO packets that it heard recently. It will move to the tracker state if the following conditions are true within the past $T_{win}$ seconds: (i) no BID$(*$, RSSI’, $B_i$) packet is heard such that $RSSI’ > RSSI$, (ii) no TRACKED($B_i$, $*$) packet is heard, and (iii) no HELLO packet from $B_i$ is lost, where $*$ is any sensor other than $S_j$. If any of the above three conditions is false, $S_j$ will move itself back to the non-tracker state.

The above protocol tries to maintain at most one tracker in the network for each badge. Timers are important to maintain the correctness of the protocol. The suggested timer values are shown in Fig. 2.

B. Mobility Management

The above protocol can elect a tracker sensor for each badge. Next, we will develop a protocol for other sensors to trace the location of the tracker. With respect to each badge $B_i$, each sensor $S_k$ will keep a potential value $Pot_{i,k}$. From the potentials of sensors, we can locate the tracker. Our scheme
is modified from TORA [19], which is originally designed for distributed routing in mobile ad hoc networks. However, ours differs from TORA in two ways. First, tracker sensors are not static; they may change locations frequently. Second, in TORA, route requests are initiated by destination nodes, but in our system, the requests can be triggered by both group leaders and group members.

Below, we will focus on one badge $B_i$. Each sensor keeps a neighbor table, which has six fields: badge_ID, tracker_ID, potential, neighbor_ID, direction, and timestamp. The following protocol is executed by each sensor $S_k$:

1) When $S_k$ is newly elected as the tracker of $B_i$, it will set its timestamp $clk_{i,k} =$ the current clock value of $S_k$ and its potential $Pot_{i,k} =$ 0 and periodically transmit an UPDATE$(B_i, S_k, Pot_{i,k}, clk_{i,k})$ packet, which has four fields: badge_ID, tracker_ID, potential and timestamp.

2) On $S_k$ receiving an UPDATE$(B_i, S_j, Pot, clk)$ packet from a neighbor $S_b$, the following steps will be executed:

a) If $B_i$ does not exist in any badge_ID field of $S_b$’s neighbor table, this means that $B_i$ is a new badge entering the WSN. So $S_k$ will add a new entry $(B_i, S_j, Pot, S_b, dir, clk)$ into its neighbor table, where $dir = S_b$, which means that the direction from $S_k$ to $S_i$ is on the tracking path leading to $B_i$. $S_k$ then updates its potential $Pot_{i,k} =$ Pot + 1 and rebroadcasts an UPDATE$(B_i, S_j, Pot_{i,k}, clk)$ packet to its neighbors.

b) If $B_i$ already exists in one of the badge_ID field of $S_b$’s neighbor table but no such entries have field neighbor_ID = $S_b$, this means that this is the first time that $S_k$ transmits an UPDATE packet to $S_b$. $S_k$ will add a new entry $(B_i, S_j, Pot, S_b, dir, clk)$ into its neighbor table, where $dir$ is decided as follows. If the received $Pot$ from $S_b$ is less than $Pot_{i,k}$ of $S_k$, then $dir = S_b$ and we set $Pot_{i,k} =$ Pot + 1. If the received $Pot$ is larger than $Pot_{i,k}$, then $dir = S_b$ and $Pot_{i,k}$ is kept unchanged. In both cases, $S_k$ will rebroadcast an UPDATE$(B_i, S_j, Pot_{i,k}, clk)$ packet to its neighbors. However, if the received $Pot$ is equal to $Pot_{i,k}$, then $dir$ is set to one of $S_i$ and $S_b$ with a smaller ID and no broadcast will be sent.

c) If an entry already exists such that badge_ID = $B_i$ and neighbor_ID = $S_b$, $S_k$ will compare the received $clk$ value against the timestamp field (denoted by $t$) of the corresponding entry. Three cases may happen.

i) If $clk < t$, it means that the UPDATE packet is out of date, so no action will be taken.

ii) If $clk = t$, it means that $S_b$ may have changed its potential value, so $S_k$ will do the following:

A) Update the corresponding entry by setting field potential = Pot and setting field direction = $S_b$ if $Pot < Pot_{i,k}$ and direction = $S_k$ if $Pot > Pot_{i,k}$.

B) Execute step 4 (the local minimum check procedure).

iii) If $clk > t$, it means that $B_i$ has moved to a new tracker $S_j$, so $S_k$ will do the following:

A) Update the corresponding entry by setting field tracker_ID = $S_j$, field potential = $Pot$, field direction = $S_b$, and field timestamp = $clk$.

B) Set $Pot_{i,k} =$ Pot + 1.

C) Broadcast an UPDATE$(B_i, S_j, Pot_{i,k}, clk)$ packet if field direction has been changed in the previous update.

3) We assume that each sensor node will periodically exchange BEACON(sender_ID) packets with neighbors. So appearance and disappearance of links can be detected. This may trigger the following events.

a) When $S_k$ finds that its link with a neighbor $S_b$ disappears, it will delete all entries in its neighbor table such that the field neighbor_ID = $S_b$. This may cause $S_k$ to become a local minimum if $S_b$ is the only link leading to $B_i$. Then $S_k$ will execute step 4.

b) When $S_k$ finds a new link to a neighbor $S_b$, it will broadcast an UPDATE$(B_i, S_j, Pot_{i,k}, clk_{max})$ packet to its neighbors, where $clk_{max}$ is the maximum clock value known to $S_i$ in its neighbor table with respect to badge $B_i$.

4) (Local Minimum Check Procedure) If $S_k$ which is not a tracker of $B_i$ finds that for all entries in its neighbor table with respect to $B_i$, the field direction = $S_b$, this means that $S_k$ is at a local minimum position. $S_k$ will wait a random backoff time $T_{back}$ seconds. In the time duration, if $S_k$ receives no UPDATE packet that changes its local minimum situation, it will raise its potential to a local maximum by setting $Pot_{i,k} =$ Pot + 1, where $Pot_{max}$ is the maximum of the potential values of all its neighbors with respect to $B_i$, and broadcast an UPDATE$(B_i, S_j, Pot_{i,k}, clk_{max})$ packet, where $clk_{max}$ is the maximum clock value known to $S_i$ in its neighbor table with respect to badge $B_i$. Otherwise, $S_k$ will exit this procedure. However, there is an exception in the above potential-raising procedure as noted below. In case that $B_i$ disappears or $B_i$ moves too fast such that no tracker can be elected during the transient period, it is impossible to find a way leading to $B_i$. If so, local minimum node will appear repeatedly. To solve this problem, we can set an upper bound = $N$ on potentials, where $N$ is the total number of nodes in the WSN. When $S_k$ finds that $Pot_{i,k} =$ $N$, it means that the network has lost the tracker. So $S_k$ will delete all the entries with respect to $B_i$ in its neighbor table, broadcast a CLEAN$(B_i, clk_{max})$ packet, and stop raising the potential $Pot_{i,k}$ until an UPDATE packet with a longer timestamp is received.

We make some remarks about the above protocol. First, the guiding direction always goes from a higher potential to a lower one. So the tracker always has the lowest potential. Second, to save communication cost, this protocol does not conduct global update when a badge changes its tracker. So, a...
node only rebroadcasts an UPDATE packet when any direction field in its neighbor table is changed. Third, the protocol always converges as long as the badge continuously exists and a new tracker is elected to monitor this badge in the WSN (The termination of this recursion has been proved in [20]); otherwise, when any node’s potential reaches \( N \), a CLEAN packet will be flooded to the network to clear all entries with respect to \( B_i \) at all nodes.

Fig. 1 is an example when a badge \( B_i \) moves from node \( A \) to node \( B \). Initially, node \( A \) is the tracker. The 2-tuple associated with each node is its potential and the clk value for \( B_i \). After the movement, node \( B \) becomes the new tracker. This will cause both node \( A \) and \( B \) to send UPDATE packets. Only the direction fields of node \( A \) and \( B \) are changed. So, on receipt of the UPDATE packets, none of nodes \( C, D, \) and \( F \) will rebroadcast.

C. Group Guiding Services

Our system provides three services: Help service, Member-Recall, and Push Message. The Help service is to locate a member’s leader, while the Member-Recall service is for a leader to call his/her group members back. The Push Message can deliver important announcement information to members.

To get Help service, a member can go to any help center, say \( S_k \), and present his/her ticket to the RFID reader. On receiving such a request, the help center will identify the member’s group ID, say \( B_i \), and broadcast a HELP(\( B_i, S_k, Path \)) packet, where \( Path \) is a null list. Any node \( S_j \) receiving a HELP(\( B_i, S_k, Path \)) packet will look up its neighbor table. Two cases may happen. (1) If \( S_j \) can find a node \( S_b \) with the smallest potential leading to \( B_i \), then \( S_j \) will append its ID to the Path field of the packet and rebroadcast a HELP(\( B_i, S_k, Path \)) packet. When the first HELP packet reaches the tracker of \( B_i \), it will send a HELP_REPLY(\( B_i, S_k, Path \)) packet to \( S_k \) along the reverse direction of Path. On the way back to \( S_k \), the HELP_REPLY will also trigger each node on Path to show guiding information on its direction board. Finally, when \( S_k \) receives the HELP_REPLY, guiding directions can also be shown on the help center’s screen. (2) If node \( S_j \) can not find any node \( S_b \) leading to \( B_i \) (this may happen due to packet loss), \( S_j \) will broadcast a HELP_REQUEST(\( B_i, S_j, Path \)) packet to search for leader \( B_i \). After broadcasting the HELP_REQUEST, if \( S_j \) still can not find leader \( B_i \), there is a high probability that the leader \( B_i \) has left the network. Then \( S_j \) will send a HELP_FAIL(\( B_i, S_k \)) packet back to the help center. Then the searching result also shows on the help center’s screen.

The Member-Recall service is quite simple. A RECALL command will be sent to its tracker when the RECALL button of a badge is clicked. On receiving a RECALL command from a badge, the tracker of the badge will flood a SHOW(\( B_i \)) packet throughout the network. Any node receiving such a packet for the first time will show guiding information on its direction board based on its neighbor table (which is the neighbor node with the smallest potential with respect to this badge).

The Push Message is triggered by clicking on the PUSH-MSG button of a badge. Then a PUSH-MSG command will be sent to the badge’s tracker. The system will infer what activity the group leader is doing by his/her current location and past roaming paths. Then related announcement will be flooded to the direction boards of sensors as in the Member-Recall case. The above design is to reduce the complexity of the badges.

V. Simulation Results

To verify the effectiveness of our scheme, we have simulated a 100m \( \times \) 100m area with 10 \( \times \) 10, 30 \( \times \) 30, and 50 \( \times \) 50 regularly deployed nodes. The transmission range of each node is 15m. Each node has four navigation links to its neighbors, unless an out-of-boundary situation is encountered. The data rate of each node is set to 250 kbps. We also simulate different packet loss rates in our simulations. Each group has one leader and multiple randomly distributed members. Leaders will move constantly. In each move, a leader will choose one random direction and then move a pre-defined number of hops. Members will request for the group guiding service in a random manner. We compare our GGP against the shortest-path-based guiding (SP) algorithm [8], [10]. In each experiment, each case is run 50 times. In our simulation, three performance metrics are considered:

- **Message overhead**: It involves two factors: (1) the messages required to track leaders and (2) the messages to support group guiding services. We will evaluate these two factors with different leader mobility.
- **Scalability**: It is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol in different network sizes.
- **Length of guiding path**: This is to evaluate the routing property of the proposed protocol, which uses local updates to handle leader mobility.

We first investigate the effect of leader mobility on message overhead to track group leaders. Fig. 3 shows the amount of messages needed to update leaders’ locations under different packet loss rates with 10 \( \times \) 10 nodes. Each group has ten members, and each group leader moves 1 hop each time. For the SP method, which uses broadcast to update information, the number of packets required is equal to the network size times the number of groups (which are about 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 messages, respectively). So the proposed protocol can significantly reduce the message overhead due to its local update property. However, the amount of packets decreases when the packet loss rate increases because a higher packet loss rate will cause some nodes to fail to receive update packets. Note that since the message overhead grows linearly with the number of groups, we will ignore this factor in the rest of our presentation.

Fig. 4 investigates the effect of leader mobility on message overhead under different network sizes. We vary the number of hops that a leader can move each time when an update is conducted. The packet loss rate is set to 5%. It shows that our GGP significantly outperforms SP, especially when the network size enlarges. For example, in a 30 \( \times \) 30 network, SP incurs 900 messages while GGP incurs about 200 messages only. Also, the gap between GGP and SP will reduce as the mobility of leaders increases, which is reasonable because our local update scheme can not handle very high mobility. These results show the scalability of our scheme.
Next, we try to use some simulation technologies to change the network topology. Specifically, we randomly generate some rectangles as obstacles in our grid network, where each rectangle is of size $2 \times 4$ or $4 \times 2$. More obstacles mean a higher possibility that a packet has to route-around obstacles to reach its destination. Note that our simulations will ignore those cases which obstacles partition the network. First, we compare the request response time in different network sizes and packet loss rates. The request response time is calculated from the time from a member sending a request packet to a search result coming back. Since more obstacles and a higher packet loss rate will cause longer guiding paths, we see higher response time in networks with obstacles, as shown in Fig. 5. The packet loss rate is set to 5%. However, as shown in Fig. 6, the number of messages for tracking leaders actually decreases as the number of obstacles increases because obstacles will decrease the number of nodes in the network.

Since our scheme uses only local update, it could lead to non-optimal guiding paths. We define the average excess hops (AEH) as the average difference of GGP’s path length and SP’s path length. In Fig. 7, we simulate different network sizes with various packet loss rates and numbers of obstacles (each as a $2 \times 4$ or $4 \times 2$ rectangle). Each group has five members. Members may need to route-around obstacles to find their leaders. Generally, a higher packet loss rate will increase the lengths of guiding paths because a missing UPDATE packet may further detour some guiding paths. However, as there are more obstacles, the effect is less significant because SP will also suffer from packet loss. With more obstacles in small-scale network, the SP may even find larger paths than GGP because it always tries to update the whole paths as leader move around; therefore, as there are more and more obstacles it is more likely to incur non-optimal route-around paths. From Fig. 7, we see that the values of AEH are all quite small, which further shows the scalability of our results.

Because our scheme broadcasts HELP REQUEST to find leaders when a node’s neighbor table is out-of-date due to packet loss, we further include such overhead in our comparison. In Fig. 8, we vary network size, packet loss rate, and number of obstacles to observe the effect. Note that here we include all leader-tracking and group-guiding messages. We see that GGP outperforms SP except when the network is very large and the packet loss rate is very high.

We summarize three points from the above performance results: (1) The local update mechanism is quite effective. (2) The proposed scheme scales well to number of groups, size per group, and network size. (3) Even under packet loss situations, the proposed protocol still works quite efficiently.
VI. PROTOTYPING EXPERIENCES

We have developed a small-scale prototype of the proposed system with 16 MICAz motes, one help center, and one leader badge, as Fig. 9 shows. The network control module and our group guiding protocol are realized by motes. The group guiding protocol can be verified by checking the LEDs on sensor nodes. The DIP switches on the leader badge are to change its states.

A. Leaders' Badges

Each badge will periodically broadcast signals for the WSN to track its location. Our implementation adopts audio signals to keep cost low, but it can be easily extended to other signal sources. A badge is composed of a buzzer, a switch circuit, a control module, some control buttons, and a power supply, as shown in Fig. 10. The buzzer can transmit 4 kHz sound in a certain pattern specified by the control module. The switch circuit passes control messages from the control module to the buzzer. The control module is implemented by a Xilinx XC2C128 chip, a low power chip operating at 1.5V. The overall cost per badge is less than 10 US dollars.

We also use audio signals to carry digital data based on a simple amplitude modulation (AM) at a rate of 2 bits/sec. Each packet has three fields: preamble, command, and group ID. There are three commands, HELLO, RECALL, and PUSH-MSG. A badge also works in three states: hello, recall, and push. In the hello state, it will periodically transmit a HELLO command for sensors to locate it. When the group leader needs to recall its members or push messages, he/she can push a control button and the badge will switch to the recall/push states, transmit RECALL/PUSH-MSG commands for a short period of time, and then go back to the hello state. Since the control module is programmable, more commands can be added easily.

B. Sensor Nodes and Direction Boards

The sensor nodes are realized by MICAz motes, which can sense sounds through their microphones. Audio signals received by a microphone can be fed into a tone detector, which can identify whether the audio signal is 4 kHz or not and then respond a digital high or low output, by which digital data is decoded.

Each sensor node is connected to a direction board, which contains an 8×8 LED panel, as shown in Fig. 10. Implemented by a Xilinx XC2C128 chip, the control module is connected to the sensor node via a 51-pin connector. LEDs has two colors: red is for lost members and green is for recalling members and pushing messages. Direction boards can support “on-site” visualization. Our current implementation can display group IDs, guiding directions, and simple information interchangeably, as shown in Fig. 11. Since the control module is programmable, further extensions can be added easily. This is quite attractive as opposed to traditional guiding devices, which can only show fixed directions. In fact, it is the information from the WSN that enriches the displayed contents.
deploy help centers everywhere. and communication technologies, our system can virtually limited areas such as entrances. Enabled by pervasive sensing leader location. Traditional help centers are usually located in on its screen so that the user can have a global view on the direction boards. Therefore, a lost member can easily find on the path toward the leader to display instructions on their his/her leader. Second, the navigation paths will also be shown find the location of the group leader and then request sensors provide two major services. First, given a group ID, it will in ticket booths) for managing the mapping between group ID and tag ID. Each RFID tag has a storage capacity of 1024 bits to record group information, such as group ID, group name, leader name, and member name. The other is the user interface (for use in the help centers), as shown in Fig. 11. The LED panel shows group ID and guiding direction interchangeably and periodically, where the period is set to one second. The tracker node of the leader will interchangeably show its group ID and a letter L, which means leader. The second one is the Member-Recall service, as shown in Fig. 9, where all nodes are pointing toward the leader.

**C. Help Centers**

A help center is a laptop connected to a sensor node and a RFID reader by AMIC Tech. Inc. [21], which is compatible with ISO 15693 standard. The mappings between tags and group IDs are stored in a Microsoft SQL server. We design two user interfaces. One is the administrative interface (for use in ticket booths) for managing the mapping between group ID and tag ID. Each RFID tag has a storage capacity of 1024 bits to record group information, such as group ID, group name, leader name, and member name. The other is the user interface (for use in the help centers), as shown in Fig. 11. The lower part contains the member/group information and the upper part shows the navigation information. Help centers provide two major services. First, given a group ID, it will find the location of the group leader and then request sensors on the path toward the leader to display instructions on their direction boards. Therefore, a lost member can easily find his/her leader. Second, the navigation paths will also be shown on its screen so that the user can have a global view on the leader location. Traditional help centers are usually located in limited areas such as entrances. Enabled by pervasive sensing and communication technologies, our system can virtually deploy help centers everywhere.

**D. Experimental Experiences**

We have developed a small-scale prototype on a floor in a campus building, as shown in Fig. 9. The prototype consists of 16 MICAz motes, one leader, and one help center. Each node is connected with a direction board. Sensor nodes can be deployed on walls or corridors with real-time guiding directions on their direction boards. Note that some manual processing is needed to match physical links with navigation links (which means that some physical links have to be removed on purpose). After deployment, we can start the system. The help center is located at the lower part of the map. Each leader badge and RFID tag are synchronized in the ticket booth to form a group before entering the system. Below, we show two services. The first one is the user-based guiding service. When a user triggers the Help service at the help center, guiding information will be shown on the direction boards of nodes along the guiding paths and the GUI on the help center, as shown in Fig. 11. The LED panel shows group ID and guiding direction interchangeably and periodically, where the period is set to one second. The tracker node of the leader will interchangeably show its group ID and a letter L, which means leader. The second one is the Member-Recall service, as shown in Fig. 9, where all nodes are pointing toward the leader.

**VII. Conclusions**

We have proposed a framework to support group guiding services based on existing RFID and WSN technologies. Such new services can be applied to group tourist activities and enrich tourists’ experiences. Simulation results show that the proposed protocol can reduce the message overhead when updating the network management information and can support different number of groups. The framework places special emphasis on the feasibility of the model, so what a member needs to carry is only a RFID-tagged ticket and what a group leader needs to carry is a badge with some simple buttons. This could minimize the management efforts and simplifies the user interface part. Although our current prototyping only contains very brief guiding information, we believe that it can trigger more services with richer contents. The group guiding system can be extended to provide more services. Potential challenges for future study include people/object searching and emergency guiding services. People/object searching is an interesting problem, which should consider the people-to-people, people-to-object, and people-to-group relations. And the People/object searching problem can be intra-group or inter-group. We believe that our work can be a fundamental block to further research in these directions.
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